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PDEEC - PhD Program on Electrical and Computer Engineering

REMEMBER:
Types of grantseekers
Reactive Grantseekers
Wait for a grantseeking opportunity to present itself.
Attempt to develop an innovative, creative, well-organized approach
to solving a problem while they are in a state of frenzied confusion.
Difficult to develop a successful approach while under the pressure
caused by acting reactively.

Proactive Grantseekers
Begin with a need or problem they wish to solve through grant
funding.
In order to determine the projects to pursue, they outline the
opportunities in advance. Outlining opportunities does not entail
writing down all solutions.
By generating a list of needs (problems, areas of interest, and so on)
they begin to develop a proactive system based on locating funding
sources that are interested in the same problems … therefore likely to
invest in their solutions.
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1. FUTURES RESEARCH
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What is it?
Futures research - the science, art and practice of postulating
possible, probable, and preferable futures.
It includes analyzing the sources, patterns, and causes of
change and stability in the attempt to develop foresight
and to map possible futures

With our choices we can shape the future.
Some methods:
Delphi method
Trends identification and analysis
Scenario development
Roadmapping
... and many more
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The aim
Long-term notions
of the good society

Desirable
futures

Probable
futures

Likely temporal
development
of societal problems

Possible
futures

Unrealized but realisitic
possibilities of problem
solutions

Not so much on forecasting accuracy, but rather on planning and opening minds to
consider new possibilities and changing the policy agenda
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The Millenium Project

Vision: A global foresight network of Nodes, information, and software,
building a global collective intelligence system recognized for its ability to
improve prospects for humanity. A think tank on behalf of humanity, not on
behalf of a government, or an issue, or an ideology, but on behalf of
building a better future for all of us.
http://www.millennium-project.org/
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A periodic edition of the Millenium Project:
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Other sources

Inderscience
Started in 2004

SAGE
Started in 2007

Tamkang University, Taiwan
Started in 1996

Elsevier
Started in 1968
IF: 1.111
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Emerald
Started in 1999

Springer
Started in 2013

Futures research
“Macro” Examples

http://www.iftf.org/uploads/media/map_of_the_decade_2008_sm.pdf
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Futures research: UN Agenda 2030

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/transformingourworld/publication
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Futures thinking
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Futures research methods

Attempts to define systematic processes to deal with this
difficult subject – strategy planning with very incomplete and
uncertain information ... often in disruptive environments.
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Delphi method
“The Delphi Method is based on a structured process for collecting and
distilling knowledge from a group of experts by means of a series of
questionnaires interspersed with controlled opinion feedback “

“The Delphi method is a
systematic interactive
forecasting method for
obtaining forecasts from a
panel of independent
experts “

“A means of eliciting and
combining expert judgments while
avoiding the pitfalls of conference
room confrontations.”
[Glenn, 2008]
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Software example:
http://armstrong.wharton.upenn.edu/delphi2/

Delphi method ...
1. Formation of a team to undertake and monitor a Delphi.
2. Selection of one or more panels to participate in the exercise.
Customarily, the panelists are experts in the area to be investigated.

3. Development of the first round Delphi questionnaire
4. Testing the questionnaire for proper wording (e.g., ambiguities, vagueness)
5. Transmission of the first questionnaires to the panelists
6. Analysis of the first round responses
7. Preparation of the second round questionnaires (and possible testing)
8. Transmission of the second round questionnaires to the panelists
9. Analysis of the second round responses
(Steps 7 to 9 are reiterated as long as desired or necessary to achieve stability in the results.)

10. Preparation of a report by the analysis team to present the conclusions
of the exercise
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Delphi method ...

A variant: Real Time Delphi

A kind of “roundless” Delphi: “The respondents participate by filling out
an online questionnaire, and the results –– both numerical and qualitative ––
are updated as responses are recorded in “real time.
Respondents can –– and are encouraged to –– revisit the questionnaire as
many times as they want. Each time, they are shown their own responses
as well as the updated answers of the others, and they can revise and
change their own inputs based on this feedback.”

http://www.millennium-project.org/rtd-general/
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Environmental scanning
“The study and interpretation of the political, economic, social and technological
events and trends which influence a business, an industry or even a total market”
(Kroon 1995)

Environmental scanning is the art of systematically exploring and
interpreting the external environment to better understand the
nature of trends and drivers of change and their likely future
impact on your organization (or “system”)
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http://www.slideshare.net/mkconway/environmental-scanning-what-it-is-and-how-to-do-it

Environmental scanning ...

Some steps:



What to Look For: Focusing your Scan



Where to Look: Sources



Knowing When a Scanning Hit is Useful



Counter Trends and Wildcards



Recording your Scanning Hits



Interpreting and Reporting Your Scanning

E.g. events, innovations, policy
shifts, social developments and
changes in the way people use
technology

Low-probability,
high-impact events

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/580c492820099e7e75b9c3b4/t/5855070359cc6826e
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Trends and drivers

An old example by now ... but it illustrates a representation style
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Trends and drivers ...
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http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/929008/000119312511215932/dex991.htm

Scenarios planning
[Glenn, 2008]

A scenario is a story with plausible cause and effect
links that connects a future condition with the
present, while illustrating key decisions, events,
and consequences throughout the narrative.

Scenario planning is a method for learning
about the future by understanding the nature
and impact of the most uncertain and
important driving forces affecting our world.

Scenarios resemble a set of stories, written or
spoken, built around carefully constructed plots.

Roots of scenario thinking [Davis, 2002]

Scenarios: examples
http://www.shell.com/energy-and-innovation/the-energy-future/scenarios.html
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Scenario example
A scenario in active ageing
José is apprehensive today. In fact he has been worried lately.
Everything was different two years ago when he and his friend
had this idea for an innovative low consumption air conditioning
device and started their FreshAir company. The two engineers
soon developed the new equipment thanks to their dedication
and enthusiasm. But now they are facing difficulties. They don’t
know much about marketing or internationalization, although
they understand the need to target a global market.
Unfortunately they spent all their resources in the start-up
phase and now cannot afford to get assistance from one of
those big consultancy companies … Either something happens
or may have to close and fire their employees soon…
Three weeks later …
José and his colleague are having a meeting with Carlos and
Ana, two members of the local branch of the Regional
Development Agency (RDA). After some initial contacts, Carlos
and Ana spent some time in the company making an analysis of
its problems and today they are presenting their conclusions.
The diagnosis seems logical to José. It is clear that FreshAir
needs some coaching and specialized guidance in two crucial
areas – focused marketing and internationalization.
But they cannot afford the high costs of such specialized
assistance. RDA, an organization funded by the local
government and that aims to promote local businesses, made
the analysis for free. Unfortunately they do not have the
expertise to help in the next phase …
Guessing the worries passing through José’s mind, Ana told
them that there is a potential solution. Then she mentioned the
ActiveSeniors association …

Pedro is a retired professional, member of ActiveSeniors. Based on
his specific expertise and experience in marketing, he was invited to
join a team involving 2 other members of ActiveSeniors with
competencies in internationalization and air conditioning. Together
with Carlos and Ana from RdA, this team started a temporary
collaborative network with people from FreshAir. After 3 months the
first results are starting to show up. The ActiveSeniors team not only
provided technical assistance and guidance, but also helped
FreshAir establish some contacts with a new market in India. Now
the business prospects for the young company started to seem
brighter…
Pedro is quite satisfied for having this opportunity to work on a topic
where his experience was a real added value. He very much
appreciated the diagnosis and preparatory work done by RDA, which
allowed him and his senior colleagues to focus on the core issues.
Working in a team was a great experience. The small payment Pedro
received is also great to complement his pension and give him some
better living conditions. FreshAir and RDA could mobilize some
resources to pay a small fee to the 3 members of ActiveSeniors, a
value much lower than the typical consultancy prices that could
never be afforded by FreshAir.
Carlos and Ana got a special recognition from their boss at RDA for
being successful in helping a local company and thus creating better
economic prospects for the region.
José and his friend re-gained their enthusiasm and they really
appreciated the value of this collaboration endeavor with RDA and
ActiveSeniors. They certainly plan to keep the contact and look
forward to using again this amazing pool of expertise and experience
available at ActiveSeniors.

[ePAL project, 2008]
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2. ROADMAPPING CONCEPT
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Roadmapping concept
"A 'roadmap' is an extended look at the future of a chosen
field of inquiry composed from the collective knowledge
and imagination of the brightest drivers of change in that
field."
[Galvin 2002]

“Roadmapping is a popular metaphor for planning and
portraying the use of scientific and technological
resources, elements and their structural relationships
over a period of time. The process of roadmapping
identifies, evaluates and selects strategic alternatives that
can be used to achieve desired objectives, and the
resulting roadmaps summarise and communicate the
results of key business decisions”.

Target
future

[Vähäniitty, et al. 2004]
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Rational
The desired
future
THEN

Vision
NOW
The
situation
today

Baseline
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Types of roadmaps

•Science and research roadmaps
•Cross-industry roadmaps
•Industry roadmaps
•Technology roadmaps
•Product roadmaps
•Product-technology roadmaps
•Project and issue roadmaps
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Types of roadmaps ...

http://www.albrightstrategy.com/framework.html
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3. ROADMAPPING METHODOLOGY
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Roadmapping procedure ?
The desired
future
THEN

Vision
NOW
The
situation
today

Baseline
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NO
ESTABLISHED
PROCEDURE !!!

Roadmapping procedure ?
One frequent approach: Organizing activities around a series of workshops
Example: eGovRTD2020 roadmapping workshops

Difficulties:
Without a preliminary study,
initial workshops can be
quite innefficient
Some participants may
mislead the discussions
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https://air.unimi.it/bitstream/2434/171379/2/FinalBook.pdf

Roadmapping
procedure ?

An example in
Concrete Pavement Road Map
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http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/pavement/pccp/pubs/05047/

VOmap project

VOmap aimed at identifying and characterizing the
key research challenges
required constituency
implementation model
for a comprehensive initiative to affirm the European
leadership on dynamic collaborative virtual
organizations
[2004]
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Roadmapping method – A scientific approach
Classical scientific method

Adopted roadmapping method

0. Define roadmap objectives & scope

1

• Research question /
Problem

2

• Background /
Observation

3

• Formulate hypothesis

3. Elaborate 1st vision statement
and instantiations

4

• Design experiment

4. Gap analysis
5. Propose a plan of actions

5

• Test hypothesis /
Collect data

6. Verify the plan of actions
7. Perform consultation and refinement

6

• Interpret / Analyze
results

7

• Publish findings

8. Refine vision and plan of actions
9. Finalize roadmap chart – timing, resources
10. Consolidate roadmap
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1. Charaterize and consolidate the baseline
2.a Perceive trends
2.b Design scenarios

11. Dissemination & impact creation

[Camarinha-Matos, Afsarmanesh, 2009]

First steps
Relevant
Docs

1

Characterize &
consolidate Baseline

Directives,
models
Delphi

Other
scenarios

Baseline

2

Identified
Trends

Perceive Trends &
Design Scenarios

Future
scenarios

3

Elaborate Vision
Statement & its
instantiations
Vision
statement
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Building the vision
Building the Vision is a main step in creating the roadmap
Roadmap provides an active plan of how to reach the desired Vision
constellation for the future
- Vision building is not a mechanism to foresee the future !

- But to define the future state that we wish to reach
To establish a vision:
– Significant market and technology trends
– Expert’s recommended requirements for future success of the VOs
– The state-of-the-art & Consolidated baselines
– Elaboration and characterization of plausible future scenarios
–

…
Roadmapping is planning,
not forecasting !
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Perspectives / Instantiations

Roadmap

Instantiation 1

Instantiation N

Multi-disciplinary contributions
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Examples
Baseline
 Research on VO has created a critical mass and European-wide intuitive
understanding of the area.
 Basic supporting infrastructures and relevant technologies are well
represented, but the developments are often focused on particular needs
and based on ad-hoc experiments, hardly re-utilizable.
 Generic functions or harmonization of achievements are addressed only
in a few projects.
 Efforts on general plug-and-play architecture and interoperability are also
to a large extent missing.
 Consequently, no generally accepted reference model or interoperability
base are available.
 Although several disciplines are concerned, the main focus has been on the
ICT infrastructure. Research on social/organizational, including management,
is mainly focused on best practice. Integration with technological
development and impacts on structures are not covered. In addition little
research is focused on the social and organizational issues created by VOs

VOmap
BRAID
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Examples
Vision statement
Vision instantiation for ICT infrastructures

“

In 2015 most enterprises will be part of some sustainable
collaborative networks that will act as breeding environments for
the formation of dynamic virtual organizations in response to fast
changing market opportunities and conditions.

The ICT infrastructure will be developed as an invisible, affordable, and easy
to use enabler of collaborative behaviors in networked organizations.
• Technology-independent reference architecture for the horizontal
infrastructure
• Provide support for federated information and resources
management
• Flexible control mechanisms supporting the implementation
of a large variety of behaviors
• Plug-and-play concept extended to inter-organizational services
• Full e-transaction security is guaranteed
• “Configure yourself” philosophy (user “programmable”
infrastructure)

Main mechanisms:
• Well founded models of collaboration
• Management systems for breeding environments replicable to a
large variety of sectors
• Generic and invisible infrastructure and re-utilizable service toolbox,
based on interoperability standardization
• Extensive use of pervasive computing
• VO management principles adapted to emerging behavior in complex
networks
• Active innovation and new value systems management in networks
• Support of social responsibility, including “life maintenance”, based
on a suitable ethical code
• Comprehensive (international) legal frameworks for VOs
As a result, a strong and cohesive social fabric is built in response to
turbulence and uncertainty.
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Examples

© L.M. Camarinha-Matos 2022

Vision instantiation for socio-economic area
The socio-economic environment will be fully developed to support virtual
organizations, stressing the importance of human-related issues at the individual
and organizational level, in enabling institutions and in a transparent regulatory
environment.

”

• People being prepared and supported to work as employees or professionals
in enterprise networks or other virtual organisation settings
• New mechanisms and institutions to provide for human sense of belonging,
long-lasting relationships and stability (social responsibility)
• New institutions and models to support “life maintenance”,
e.g. social security and personal training and development
• Support for companies by enabling institutions and services to set-up,
enter and develop virtual organisations regionally and internationally
• Transparent legal framework, specially in the case of institutional collaboration
• Regional assets and identity leveraged and preserved
• Well founded understanding of social and socio-economic processes and
developments in the context of networked economies

How does a vision statement look like?

Vision 2020
The lighting technology roadmap
www.nrel.gov/docs/fy00osti/27996.pdf
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Next steps ...
Baseline

Vision
statement

4
Gap Analysis

Influence
Maps

5

Propose
Plan of Actions

Plan of
Actions

6
Verify Actions

Coverage &
Feasibility
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Example – Gap analysis
Vision

GAP

Perspective 1

Perspective 2

Perspective 3

Limitations

Limitations

Limitations

Strengths

Strengths

Strengths

Instantiation
(Problem
Splitting)

Baseline Strengths

Baseline

Vision
facets

Awareness
of ad-hoc
approaches

Establish
Formal
foundation

Experience
with processoriented models

VO
recognized as
a discipline

Visual
modeling
techniques

Top down
VO generic
models

Bottom up
VO generic
models

V1

V2

V4

V5

V6
Positive influence
Moderate
High

L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7

Negative influence
Moderate
High

Formal tools
from other
disciplines

Discipline
specific formal
models

V3

S1
S2
S3
S4

Positive influence
Moderate
High

Models
interoperability

Baseline limitations

Negative influence
Moderate
High
Lack formal
models for
C-nets

Reference
models
missing

Models & tools
Reference
Models
Poor models
oriented to single models for single integration of social /human
enterprise
enterprise
missing
aspects

No dynamic
Ontology
creation
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Example – Gap analysis
GAP ANALYSIS: Occupation in Life

GAP ANALYSIS: Independent Living
S1

S3

Broadband Internet
&Mobile computing

Mechanisms & tools
for safe
communications

S2

S4

VI3

VI2

Technological
infrastructure &
networks as base for
AAL

L1

L3

Fast proliferation of
tools difficult for
adoption

Reasoning and
context awareness
systems too complex

L2
Lack multi-disciplinary
research on assistive
technologies

VI5
Tools and
Advance services to
environments fostering
enhance diminishing
new developments for
disabilities
independent living

L4

L6
Difficulty in
integration of security
& privacy mechanisms

Service, companion,
and care-taking
robots still limited

S2

VI6

VO1

VI7
Tools for security,
ethics, rights, and
privacy

Knowledge
dissemination, training
and learning through
sharing

L8

L2

S8
New culture and will
to remain active

Fast proliferation of
tools difficult for
adoption

+

S10

VO6

VO5

Support for training
and continued lifelong learning

L4

Lack integrated ICT
support for
collaboration

Limited mechanisms
for promoting lifelong learning

S9
Growing awareness of
silver economy,
advocacy groups

Merging multiple
media types & hybrid
devices & platforms

Generic (basic) tools
for collaboration

L5
Techno-centric ICT
research – no attention
to socio-econom.

Little attention to
active ageing (work)

S7

S6

VO4

SW environments w/
adaptive interfaces &
affective interactions

L3
Lack reference
model for active
ageing

L10

Fragmentation of
assistive services

Associations of senior
professionals
& support services

L1

L9
Unknown impacts and
success/acceptance of
new solutions

Social networking
and senior
associations

VO3

VO2
Technological
infrastructure

S5
Partial models and
prototypes to support
collaboration

S4

Mechanisms & tools
for safe
communications

Experiments on
companion robots

L7
Limited adoption of ICT
for collaborative care
communities

S3
Progress in
conceptual models of
Collaborative Net.s

Broadband Internet
&Mobile computing

S8

Assistive services for
daily living

L5
Welfare structures not
prepared for increase
of life expectance

+

Standardization and
interoperability

VI4

Monitoring devices
and technologies for
ambient intelligence

Assistive technology
and services

S1

S7

S6
ICT supporting
localization and
mobility

Smart homes &
Internet of Things

VI1

S5
Progress on sensing &
monitoring technol.s,
context awareness

Social awareness
about the value of
seniors

Increased awareness
of need to keep links
w/ former employees

VO7

New business models
for involvement within
economical system

L7
Senior associations –
new ghetto, little
brokerage

New policies and
regulations for
employment

L9
Little use of adv.
collaboration tools by
senior associations

L6

L8

L10

Limited life-long
learning & transition
preparation

Lack of policies &
regulations for senior
involvement

Discrimination against
older workers, view
them as burden

-

-

GAP ANALYSIS: Recreation in Life

GAP ANALYSIS: Healthy Living
+
S1

S3

S5

Broadband Internet
&Mobile computing

Sensing & monitoring
technologies

Advances in telemedicine & chronic
diseases monitoring

S7
New players starting
to offer telemedicine
services

S9
Smart homes &
Internet of Things

S4

S6

S8

Mechanisms & tools
for safe
communications

Convergence
between biology and
ICT

Experiments oriented
to prevent/compensate
cognitive decline

Healthcare
decentralization and
personalized care

VH 3

VH 2
Advanced devices,
robots, and tools to
support interventions

Regulatory &
technological
infrastructure

L1

L3

Insufficient research
on assistive &
adaptive technologies

Huge challenges in
robots replacement
for human care

L2

VH 4

Information-based
assistive services for
health care

L5
Lack of legal framework
for privacy liability and
handling of consent

L4
Insufficient
developments in
telemedicine

Difficulty in
integration of security
& privacy mechanisms
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Home based
interventions and
support systems

VI6

VH 5
Awareness on values,
ethics, rights, and
privacy on health

L7
Lack comprehensive
understanding of
involved ethical issues

L6
Limited knowledge on
the acceptance factors
and impact

S3

S5

S7

Broadband Internet
&Mobile computing

Mechanisms & tools
for safe
communications

Developments in ICT
and Transportation

Early developments
on games for seniors

S2

S2

VH 1

S1

Logistics and
commercial networks
of health care
providers

VI7

VR1
Sensor based
technologies for
healthcare support

Lack of holistic models
on chronic diseases
management

L10
Limited use of
collaborative
approaches

-

VR3

VR2

Infrastructure &
Technological
platforms

Features & training
for safe and secure
access to ICT

L1

L3

Lack of open &
scalable recreational
platforms

Fast proliferation of
tools difficult for
adoption

L2
Complexity in user
interfaces / many
devices

SW services with
personalized interfaces
and affection-based
interactions

Merging multiple
media types & hybrid
devices & platforms

VR4

Mechanisms to
increase social
cohesion, community
and networking

L5
Techno-centric ICT
research – no attention
to socio-technical

L4
Very limited intergenerational
interaction

+

S6

Social networking
and senior
associations

Devices & sensors
for rich user
interfaces

L9
Welfare structures not
prepared for increase
of life expectance

L8

S4

VR5

Mechanisms to
increase knowledge
dissemination and
learning

VR6
Associations of seniors
and communities of
interest

L7

L9

Senior associations –
new ghetto, little
participation

Little use of adv.
Recreational systems

L6
Limited mechanisms
and tools for
recreational forms

L8
Lack understanding
of role, potential &
limitations of ICT

L10
Lack training support
for adoption of fast
developing techn.s

- #

Example – Plan of actions
Perspective 1

Perspective 2

Perspective 3

• A1
• A2
• A3
• A4
• A5

• A1
• A2
• A3
• A4
• A5

• A1
• A2
• A3
• A4
• A5

Actions
Perspective X
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Example – Plan of actions

Assess
impacts

Build
supportive
environments

Build supportive
environments

Policy-related
actions

Elicit needs
of focus
groups

Independent Living
Monitor
well-being

Prevention &
companionship
tools & services

Establish
collaborative
environments

Extend
capabilities

Align
independent &
sustainable living

Align
independent &
sustainable living

Assist
mobility

Intervention
services

Assist mobility

Monitor
well-being
Home-centered
intelligent
sensor network
Human-centered
sensor network
systems
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Orientation in
complex
environments

Establish collaborative
environments
Composition &
delivery of collabor.
care services
Manage formal
care networks

Management of
informal care
communities

Extend capabilities
Tools & services to
compensate cognitive
capabilities
Personal
assistance in daily
activities

Automation
systems &
assistive robots

Trip planning,
navigation,
transportation&
localization

Driving and
parking
assistance

Example – Verification
•
•
•
•

Level of
Importance
(qualitative)
Moderate
High
Very High

• A1
• A2
• A3
• A4
• A5

V1
V2
V3
V4

Feasibility
Limitations
Strengths

Feasibility
check

• A1
• A2
• A3
• A4
• A5

Moderate
Hard
Very Hard

Covering the vision
V1

covers
A1

V2
A2

V6

A3

V5

A4

V3

A5

V4

Very high

High

Feasibility check
S1

or

S4

Strong help from
Moderate help from
Limited help from

Covering the vision ?
V2

S3

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

Moderate

Covers V1
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

S2

V3

V4

V5

L6

L7

Difficulty
Moderate
Moderate
Mod/hard
Hard
Hard

Strongly limited by
Moderately limited by
Partially limited by

V6

Very high
High
Moderate
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Example – Verification

VI1 Technology-independent
reference architecture

A1 Establish the principles of reference
architecture, interoperability, and security

VI2 Federated information /
resources management

A2 Establish foundation for systems evolution,
software technology migration and systems
integration

VI3 Flexible control/
coordination mechanisms

A3 Develop generic, user-friendly (invisible!),
and low-cost (free!) ICT infrastructure

VI4 Plug-and-play
support for services

A4 Develop a “do it yourself” framework to
assist the development of VO support
services

VI5 e-transaction
security and privacy

A5 Define a business model for developers,
suppliers, and buyers of the ICT infrastructure developments and support software

VI6 “Configure yourself”
user “programmable”

A6 Elaborate approaches to handle
reliability and responsibility, when using
multi-supplier building blocks
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7

Timing & Resources

8

AH1 - Develop health
monitoring systems

Moderate

AH2 - Establish safe
infrastructure

Hard

AH3 - Design
integrated assistive
services

Hard

AH4 - Develop
interventions

Hard

AH5 - Establish
healthcare ecosystem

Very Hard

AH6 - Introduce
innovative
therapeutic
approaches

Very Hard

RH1 - Develop
regulatory
framework

Hard

RH2 - Establish
organizational and
business models

Moderate

RH3 - Raise ICT
awareness and skills
in health and care

Moderate

Finalize Roadmap
Chart

Further steps

Plan of
Actions

Actions +
Time &
Resources

Roadmap
chart

AO1 - Build
collaboration
platforms and
systems
AO2 - Generate
adaptive
solutions and
services
AO3
Leverage legacy

FEASIBILITY

L10- Lack training support
for adoption of fast
developing techn.s

L9- Little use of advanced
Recreational systems

L8- Lack understanding of
role, potential &
limitations of ICT

L7- Senior associations –
new ghetto, little
participation

L6- Limited mechanisms
and tools for recreational
forms

L5- Techno-centric ICT
research – no attention to
socio-technical

L4- Very limited intergenerational interaction

FEASIBILITY: Healthy Living

L3- Fast proliferation of
tools difficult for adoption

AO4 - Create a
model
framework

Hard

AO5 - Create
trusted
knowledge
network

Moderate

Hard

Very Hard
AO6 - Join online
and offline
collaboration

Moderate

AI6
Align independent
and sustainable
living
RI1
Assess impacts
RO1 - Improve
working practices

Very hard

Very hard

RI2
Train for new
environments

Moderate

RO2 - Enhance
policy and
legislation
RO3 - Guide

Hard

Very hard

L2- Complexity in user
interfaces / many devices

AI5
Assist mobility

L1- Lack of open &
scalable recreational
platforms

Hard

S7- Early developments on
games for seniors

AI4
Establish
collaborative
environments

S6- Merging multiple
media types & hybrid
devices & platforms

Hard

FEASIBILITY

L10- Discr imination
against older workers,
view them as bur den

L9- Little use of adv.
collaboration tools by
senior associations

L8- Lack of policies &
regulations for senior
involvement

L7- Senior associations
– new ghetto, little
brokerage

L6- Limited life-long
learning & tr ansition
preparation

L5- Techno-centric ICT
resear ch – no
attention to socio-

L4- Fast pr olifer ation
of tools difficult for
adoption

L3- Little attention to
active ageing (work)

L2- Lack integrated ICT
support for
collaboration

L1- Lack refer ence
model for active
ageing

S10- Incr eased
awareness of need to
keep links w/ former

S9- Growing
awareness of silver
economy, advocacy

S8- New culture and
will to r emain active

S7- Mer ging multiple
media types & hybrid
devices & platforms

S6- Generic (basic)
tools for collaboration

S5- Partial models and
prototypes to suppor t
collaboration

S4- Social networ king
and senior associations

S3- Progress in
conceptual models of
Collabor ative

S2- Mechanisms &
tools for safe
communications

S1 - Broadband
Inter net &Mobile
computing

FEASIBILITY

L10- Limit. mechanisms to
promote life-long learning

L9- Unknown impacts and
success/acceptance of new
solutions

L8- Fragmentation of
assistive services

L7- Limited adoption of ICT
for collaborative care
communities

L6- Difficulty in integration
of security & privacy
mechanisms

L5- Welfare structure s not
prepared for increase of
life expectance

L4- Service, companion,
and care-taking robots still
limited

L3- Reasoni ng and context
awareness systems too
complex

L2- Lack multi-disciplinary
re search on assisti ve
te chnologies

L1- Fast proliferation of
tools difficult for adoption

S8- Expe riments on
companion robots

S7- Standardization and
interoperability

S6- Assistive services for
daily livi ng

S5- Progress on sensing &
moni toring technologies,
conte xt aware ness

S4- ICT supporting
localization and mobi lity

S3- Mechanisms & tools for
safe communications

S2- Smart homes &
Internet of Thi ngs

S1 -Broadband Internet
&Mobile computing

FEASIBILITY: Independent Living

S5- Developments in ICT
and Transportation

Moderate

AI3
Build supportive
environments

S4- Social networking and
senior associations

AI2
Extend capabilities

S3- Mechanisms & tools
for safe communications

Moderate

S2- Devices & sensors for
rich user interfaces

AI1
Monitor WellBeing

S1 - Broadband Internet
&Mobile computing

FEASIBILITY

L10- Limited use of
collaborative
approaches

L9- Welfare structures
not prepared for
increase of life
expectance

L8- Lack of holistic
models on chronic
diseases management

L7- Lack comprehensive understanding of
involved ethical issues

L6- Limited knowledge
on the acceptance
factors and impact

L5- Lack of legal
framework for privacy
liability and handling of

L4- Difficulty in
integration of security
& privacy mechanisms

L3- Huge challenges in
robots replacement for
human care

L2- Insufficient
developments in
telemedicine

L1- Insufficient research
on assistive & adaptive
technologies

S9- Smart homes &
Internet of Things

S8- Healthcare
decentralization and
personalized care

S7- New players
starting to offer
telemedicine services

S6- Experiments
oriented to
prevent/compensate

S5- Advances in telemedicine & chronic
diseases monitoring

S4- Convergence
between biology and
ICT

S3- Sensing &
monitoring
technologies

S2- Mechanisms & tools
for safe
communications

S1 - Broadband Internet
&Mobile computing

Example – Feasibility
FEASIBILITY: Occupation in Life

Moderate

Hard

Moderate

career transition

FEASIBILITY: Recreation in Life

AR1 - Build
recreational
platforms,
solutions and
services
AR2 - Build novel
interfaces

Hard

AR3 - Find new
recreational
channels

Hard

AR4 - Build
participatory
communities

Moderate

AR5 - Create and
promote gaming

Hard

RR1 - Assess
recreation
impact

Hard

RR2 - Train for
digital lifestyle

Hard

RR3 - Promote
studies in
recreation

Moderate

Moderate

#

Example – plan details

• A1
• A2
• A3
• A4
• A5

+

SCHEDULE
•Short term
•Medium term
•Long term

+

OTHER ITEMS
•Who
•Resources
•...

Focus
Area
A

A2

A1

A4

A3

Which
Inter-dependencies ?

?

Focus
Area
B

B2

B4

B1

B3

Short term

Long term

Medium term
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How does a roadmap look like?

Socioeconomic
Focus

Education and training
schemas

VO
Management
Focus

Business models &
financing schemes

Formal
Theories
and models
Focus

Establish formal
theoretical foundation

Support
Services
Focus

Breeding environment
management system

ICT
Infrastructure
Focus

Reference architecture
principles

VO support institutions
and services

Legal framework &
ethical code

Concepts & guidelines
for organiz. design

Elaborate approaches for
models interoperability

Evaluation, improvements
& individualization

Application of new
value paradigms
Models evolution and
Define reference
maintenance
models
Elaborate soft
modeling approaches
Business models for
support services

VO’s inheritance
management

Services for VO life cycle
support

Traceability and interVO transactions

Business models for
infrastructure

Invisible, affordable
infrastructure
Short term
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Regional & professional
communities

Plan. & performance
measurement tools

TIME

Life maintenance
schemas

Socio-economic
research

Reliability and
responsibility approaches

Migration and systems
integration
Medium term

“Do it yourself”
framework
Long term

Verification & Consolidation

Baseline
Vision
statement

9

Plan of
Actions

Consultation &
Refinement

Feedback

10
Consolidation

Consolidated
Roadmap
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Example – Consultation workshops

Group discussion
Argumentation
Amendment

Voting
Summarizing conclusions
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How does a roadmap look like?
VOmap ROADMAP

Today

A1 Develop and establish education, training, and
accreditation schemes for VO working on different
professional levels
A2 Elaborate and pilot regional and professional
communities as “social homes” for people

Implementation
Mechanisms
R&D
Trials
Deployment &
improvement

2006

2010

R&D
R&D

A3 Define life maintenance schemes and related
business models with different stakeholders
Socio-economic
(providers, customers, public bodies)

Focus Area

A4 Develop institutions and services for VO support, and
establish them regionally; network regional bodies
and developments on European level
A5 Elaborate and implement comprehensive and transparent legal frameworks and ethical code at the
company/VO and societal level
A6 Support integrated socio-economic research in
networked economies
A1 Provision of business models and financing schemes
for VO set up

A2 Provision of planning and performance measurement
concepts and tools with regard to tangible and
Management intangible assets

VO
Focus Area

R&D

Broad deployment
and continuous improvement

Trials

Broad Deployment and cont. improvement

R & D (Regulatory level)

Trials (+ political process)
R&D

R&D

Broad deployment
and continuous improvement

Trials

R&D

Trials

Broad deployment
and continuous improvement

A3 Provision of concepts and practical guidelines for
organizational design and implementation of VO

R&D

Trials

Broad deployment
and continuous improvement

A4 Provision of methods for addressing critical “soft”
issues (e.g. trust building) in VO collaboration

R&D

Trials

A1 Develop mechanisms and tools for management
of breeding environment systems

R&D

A2 Identify and develop generic services for VO life cycle
support (e.g. distributed Business Process management, e-contracting, VO configuration, e-training)

A1 Establish the principles of reference
architecture, interoperability, and security

R&D
R&D

R&D

Br. deployment
improvement

Trials

Br. deployment
improvement

Broad deployment
and continuous improvement

Trials

R&D

A4 Develop a “do it yourself” framework to assist
the development of VO support services

Broad deployment
and improvement

Trials
Trials

Broad deployment
and continuous improvement

R&D
R&D

R&D

Basic research

Trials

Br. Deployment/
improvement

Broad deployment
and continuous improvement

Trials

A6 Elaborate approaches to handle reliability and
responsibility, when using multi-supplier
building blocks

Formal Models
A3 Elaborate soft modeling approaches and soft models
and Theories
to both handle incomplete / imprecise knowledge and
Focus Area
capture the social/human aspects in collaborative

Trials

Broad deployment
and continuous improvement

Trials

A3 Develop generic, user-friendly (invisible!), and
low-cost (free!) ICT infrastructure

A2 Define basic formal reference models (including
ontologies) for collaborative networks at general
and focused-area levels

Broad deployment
and cont. improvement

R&D

R&D

A1 Establish a formal theoretical foundation and methodology for modeling dynamic collaborative networks

Broad deployment
and continuous improvement
Trials

A2 Establish foundation for systems evolution, software
technology migration and systems integration

A5 Define a business model for developers,
suppliers, and buyers of the ICT infrastructure
developments and support software

Broad deployment
and continuous improvement

Trials

R&D

A3 Develop mechanisms and tools for traceability,
knowledge management and inter-VO transactions
(supporting products and services life cycle)

A5 Elaborate business models for support service
systems and tools

Broad deployment
and continuous improvement
Trials

R&D

A4 Elaborate mechanisms and tools to support VO’s
“inheritance” management

ICT Infrastructure
Focus Area

Broad deployment
and continuous improvement

Trials

Trials

A5 Ongoing evaluation, improvement and sector specific
adoption of VO concepts

ICT Support
Services
Focus Area

Deployment/
improvement

Trials

R&D

R & D (Company level)

2015

Broad deployment
and continuous improvement

Trials

Trials

Training courses / seminars
and improvement

Trials

Basic research

Trials

Basic research

Br. deployment
improvement

Trials

networks
A4 Devise mechanisms for the evolution and maintenance of reference models for collaborative networks
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A5 Elaborate approaches for models interoperability,
supporting multiple modeling perspectives (e.g.
structure, behavior) at generic and focused area
levels

Basic research

Basic research

Trials

Trials

www.vomap.org

How does a roadmap look like?
A roadmap can be represented at several levels of detail.

[Muller, 2008]
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How does a roadmap look like?
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http://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk/ctm/trm/documents/automotive_supply_1.pdf

How does a roadmap look like?
“IT Road Map” of Web 2.0 Technology Up Until 2011

http://www.nri.co.jp/english/news/2006/061110.html
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How does a roadmap look like?
Utility Wind Detailed Roadmap (California)
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http://www.energy.ca.gov/2007publications/CEC-500-2007-035/CEC-500-2007-035.PDF

How does a roadmap look like?
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http://www.slideshare.net/fred.zimny/technology-roadmaps-20102050

How does a roadmap look like?

Vision 2020
The lighting technology roadmap
www.nrel.gov/docs/fy00osti/27996.pdf
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